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By using theoretical methods and Monte Carlo simulations, this work investigates dense ordered
packings and equilibrium phase behavior (from the low-density isotropic fluid regime to the highdensity crystalline solid regime) of monodisperse systems of hard convex lens-shaped particles
as defined by the volume common to two intersecting congruent spheres. We show that, while
the overall similarity of their shape to that of hard oblate ellipsoids is reflected in a qualitatively
similar phase diagram, differences are more pronounced in the high-density crystal phase up to the
densest-known packings determined here. In contrast to those non-(Bravais)-lattice two-particle basis
crystals that are the densest-known packings of hard (oblate) ellipsoids, hard convex lens-shaped
particles pack more densely in two types of degenerate crystalline structures: (i) non-(Bravais)-lattice
two-particle basis body-centered-orthorhombic-like crystals and (ii) (Bravais) lattice monoclinic
crystals. By stacking at will, regularly or irregularly, laminae of these two crystals, infinitely
degenerate, generally non-periodic in the stacking direction, dense packings can be constructed that
are consistent with recent organizing principles. While deferring the assessment of which of these
dense ordered structures is thermodynamically stable in the high-density crystalline solid regime,
the degeneracy of their densest-known packings strongly suggests that colloidal convex lens-shaped
particles could be better glass formers than colloidal spheres because of the additional rotational
degrees of freedom. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4936938]

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Systems of hard particles are of interest in a variety
of scientific fields. To find the densest, optimal, packing of
a collection of hard non-space-filling particles is a basic,
long-standing problem in mathematics.1–5 The study of hardparticle systems is also very relevant to condensed matter
physics6 and materials science.7,8 In fact, short-range steeply
repulsive intermolecular interactions are primarily responsible
for determining the stability and structure of a molecular
system in condensed states of matter (crystalline,9,10 glassy,11
liquid-crystalline,12 liquid13,14), while hard-particle interactions are well-approximated experimentally by colloidal15
particles, now synthesizable of various shapes and sizes.16–18
The three-dimensional hard sphere is the most basic hardparticle model. Many aspects of this model system have been
studied and the literature on the subject is vast.13,14,19–21 The
fact that a hard-sphere system possesses a disorder-order, fluidcrystal phase transition was remarkably hypothesized22 and
then demonstrated in the earlier applications of numerical
simulation techniques.23,24 The co-existence density and pressure values were subsequently evaluated by free-energy calculations.25 Interest then moved toward the high-density regime
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where metastable fluid and glassy states and a stable crystal
phase exist. Investigations on the metastable fluid and glassy
states26 progressively led to the introduction of the concept
of maximally random jammed state.21,27 Investigations on
the crystal phase concluded that the face-centered-cubic (fcc)
crystal is thermodynamically stable (by a very slight amount)
over the hexagonally close-packed (hcp) crystal.28,29 These
crystals are two of the infinitely degenerate (Barlow) stacking
variants that provide the hard-sphere densest packings. That
there is no packing arrangement of congruent hard spheres
that fills three-dimensional Euclidean space more densely than
the fcc lattice was conjectured by Kepler and mathematically
proved only recently.30
Comparatively much less is known about dense packings,
equilibrium phase behavior, and non-equilibrium glassy states
of hard non-spherical particle systems. There are many
ways to generalize the hard sphere to hard non-spherical
particle models, e.g., ellipsoids,31–39 spherocylinders,40–44 cutspheres,45,46 polyhedra,47–58 and superballs, a shape that
interpolates between the cube and the octahedron via the
sphere.59 Together with all these hard convex particle models,
increasing attention is also being paid to hard non-convex
particle models such as bent-shaped particles,60 (hollowed)
spherical caps,61 helices,62 and tori.63
This work addresses dense ordered packings and
equilibrium phase behavior of monodisperse systems of
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FIG. 1. (Left) Hard convex lens-shaped particle (red or dark gray region) and
its parent sphere (the particle plus the complementing light gray region), with
radius R and opening angle θ. (Right) Definition of the major, a, and minor,
b, axes, with the aspect ratio defined as κ = b/a.

hard convex lens-shaped particles. These centrally symmetric
discoidal particles are defined by the volume common to two
intersecting congruent spheres. In Fig. 1, a side view of a
particle of this type is given, together with the definition of
a few relevant quantities: the opening angle, θ, the major
and minor axes, a = 2R sin θ2 and b = 2R 1 − cos θ2 . The
aspect ratio is defined as κ = b/a: it takes on values in the
interval [0,1], with zero corresponding to the limit of the hard
infinitesimally thin disk and unity corresponding to the limit
of the hard sphere.
These hard particles, simply called lenses henceforth,64
were originally introduced to model monolayers of discotic
liquid-crystal molecules.65 They are of current interest for
several reasons. They are yet another generalization of the
hard-sphere model, not dissimilar from hard oblate ellipsoids
(Fig. 2). In contrast to an ellipsoid though, a lens is not an
affine transformation of a sphere. Moreover, the surface of
lenses possesses both regions that are smooth (continuous
radius of curvature) and non-smooth cusps, features that make
them particularly interesting to study. Indeed, it is not clear
how these facts influence their dense packing arrangements
and phase behavior and then how similar these are to the
dense packing arrangements and phase behavior of hard
oblate ellipsoids. Dense disordered packings of lenses, among
other hard axisymmetric particles, have been recently studied
using a mean-field theory.66 It would be of interest to test
the predictions made there: a knowledge of dense ordered
packings and equilibrium phase behavior is a pre-requisite
for such a study. Given today’s developments in colloidal
particle synthesis, we envision that colloidal lenses could be
readily produced.67 This capability would offer a testbed for
corresponding theoretical and computational studies.
In Sec. II, we present several analytic constructions of
dense crystalline packings of lenses. Two of these analytically
constructed dense crystalline packings are subsequently used
as starting configurations for a series of Monte Carlo68 (MC)
numerical simulations aimed at checking their mechanical
stability at finite pressure and then sketching the phase diagram
as a function of κ. These MC calculations are discussed in
Secs. III and IV A. The MC method is also employed in
Secs. III and IV B to improve on the value of the close
packing density. These numerical simulations finally guide us,
in Sec. VI, toward analytic constructions of the densest-known

FIG. 2. Side view of a lens (red or dark gray region) compared to that of an
oblate ellipsoid (interior of the green or light gray curve) with the same values
of a and b for κ = 0.8 (a), κ = 0.5 (b), and κ = 0.2 (c).

packings of lenses. Sec. VI provides concluding remarks on
our work and an outlook for future research avenues.
II. DENSE PACKING CONSTRUCTIONS

In looking for candidates for the densest packings of
lenses, we focus on crystalline packings since all evidence
strongly suggests that noncrystalline packings can never be
the densest in low (<4) dimensions. It is useful to first
recall what is known about hard spheres, corresponding to
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FIG. 3. Schematic pictures of: (a) the hcp crystal for hard spheres, (b) the
fcc crystal for hard spheres, (c) the hcp-like crystal for lenses, (d) the fcc-like
crystal for lenses.

lenses in the limit κ = 1. The hard-sphere densest packing is
given by the fcc crystal along with all its (Barlow) stacking
variants, including the hcp crystal. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the
hard-sphere hcp and fcc crystals are schematically shown.
Based on these results for hard spheres, the following five
dense packings of lenses have been constructed:
1. hcp-like crystal: This construction is obtained by replacing
each hard sphere in the hcp crystal with a lens while
orienting its main (C∞) symmetry axis along the direction
perpendicular to the triangular-lattice layer planes and then
optimizing particle contacts by suitably varying the unit
cell shape and size. This hcp-like crystal is schematically
shown in Fig. 3(c).
2. fcc-like crystal: This construction is obtained by replacing
each hard sphere in the fcc crystal with a lens while
orienting its C∞ symmetry axis along the [001] direction
and then optimizing particle contacts through suitably
changing the unit cell shape and size. In this way, a fcc-like
crystal is generated, as schematically shown in Fig. 3(d).
3. bco-like crystal: This construction uses a Bain transformation70,71 that views the fcc crystal of hard spheres
as a special body-centered-orthorhombic (bco) crystal
[Fig. 4(a)]. Each sphere is replaced by a lens oriented
along the [110] direction, i.e., the z axis in Fig. 4(a), and
particle contacts are then optimized by suitably varying
the unit cell shape and size. This bco-like crystal is
schematically shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).
4. elo-like crystal: Here we exploit the apparent similarity
that lenses bear with oblate ellipsoids and assume that
the former will pack as the latter do in their laminated
orthorhombic (elo) crystal.35 This crystal is related to
the layering structure of the hard-sphere fcc crystal. In
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic picture of a Bain transformation that regards a fcc
crystal of hard spheres as a special bco crystal formed by those particles at
the vertices of the cuboid with thicker edges together with the gray particle
at its center. In a bco-like crystal, the lenses are oriented along the direction
[110], i.e., the axis labelled as z; a schematic picture of this crystal of lenses
is given as viewed from the top (b) and diagonally (c), with Lk the length of
the unit cell along the k axis.

√
this packing, if 1/ 3 ≤ κ ≤ 1, oblate ellipsoids in two
adjacent layers have mutually orthogonal orientations, the
ones in one layer having their C∞ axes along the [100]
axis and the others in the
√ next layer having them along
the [010] axis; if κ ≤ 1/ 3, the angle between the major
(minor) axes of two oblate ellipsoids in two adjacent
layers progressively diminishes until it vanishes in the
hard-infinitesimally thin-disk limit. This two-particle basis
crystal is the densest-known packing for ellipsoids.35 Since
an oblate ellipsoid has a larger volume than a lens having
the same values of a and b (Fig. 2), the elo structure
itself cannot be optimal for lenses, since the density can be
increased by optimizing particle contacts through changing
the fundamental cell shape and size even while keeping the
lenses in the same orientation as that of oblate ellipsoids.
The resulting crystal is denoted elo-like (Fig. 5).
5. bco2-like crystal: This construction is based on combining
aspects of previous two constructions. Following the
example of oblate ellipsoids and their √
propensity to arrange
layer-by-layer perpendicularly for 1/ 3 ≤ κ ≤ 1, one can
take the aforementioned bco-like crystal and change the
orientation of the central lens so that it lies orthogonal to
the others and oriented along the x axis in Fig. 4(a) and then
optimize particle contacts by changing the fundamental cell
shape and size. This two-particle basis crystal is denoted
bco2-like.
In Fig. 6, the dependence of the packing fraction φ = ϱv,
with ϱ the number density and v the particle volume,72
on κ is reported for the five aforementioned dense packing
constructions. The hcp-like crystal shows an undesirable trend
of φ monotonically decreasing with decreasing κ. This trend
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FIG. 5. Image of the elo-like crystal for lenses, in the case the value of the
aspect ratio κ is sufficiently close to unity. In that case, particles belonging
to two adjacent layers are arranged perpendicularly (which is motivated by
the construction of the densest-known packing of ellipsoids35) and colored
differently. Image was created with the program QMGA.69

is also exhibited by the fcc-like crystal but only for κ & 0.873.
For smaller value of κ, its value of φ increases and gets
closer and closer to that for the bco-like crystal. The latter
shows the desired trend of φ monotonically increasing with
decreasing κ. For the elo-like structure in the regime of larger
κ, optimizing the fundamental cell dimensions, thus obtaining
a packing denser than that one would have by just replacing
each oblate ellipsoid with a lens, is not enough to remove the
undesirable trait of having hard convex non-spherical particles
that pack less densely than hard spheres do (the opposite of
the Ulam conjecture,73 for which a first mathematical proof
has appeared very recently for the special case of a centrally
symmetric convex particle that is very nearly spherical in
shape74). This monotonically decreasing trend stops at κ
∼ 0.714, the corresponding value of φ for the elo-like structure
having a local minimum. For smaller values of κ, the value of
φ increases until κ = Φ − 1 = 1/Φ, with Φ the golden section.

FIG. 6. Packing fraction φ as a function of the aspect ratio κ for the five
different dense crystalline packing constructions of lenses: hcp-like (thin
black line), fcc-like (black line), bco-like (blue line), elo-like (green line),
bco2-like (magenta line). For comparison, the behavior of φ versus κ for
the unoptimized elo crystal (thin green line) and for the elo crystal of oblate
ellipsoids (green crosses) is also shown.
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√
Then, it drops suddenly until κ = 1/ 3. For smaller values of
κ, the increasing trend is recovered thanks to the two particles
of the basis progressively becoming more aligned with respect
to one another. In this way, the elo-like structure ends up, for
κ . 0.373, to slightly surpass in packing fraction the bco-like
crystal. Then, both reach the same limiting value of φ as the
hard-infinitesimally thin-disk limit is approached. Concerning
the bco2-like crystal, while showing a behavior very similar to
that of the bco-like crystal for large enough values of κ (a fact
suggesting a certain degeneracy in the attainable values of φ at
least in the vicinity of κ = 1), its packing fraction expectedly
drops suddenly as the lenses become more anisometric.
It is instructive to compare the packing fractions of
oblate ellipsoids in their densest-known packing to the
largest packing fractions of lenses among the five reported
thus far as a function of κ: Lenses pack slightly more
densely when 0.733 . κ < 1; but they fill three-dimensional
Euclidean space less efficiently than oblate ellipsoids do
when 0.366 . κ . 0.733; finally they pack increasingly
more densely when κ . 0.366; see Fig. 6 for a numerical
comparison. While lenses and oblate ellipsoids appear to be
similar in shape, their corresponding dense crystalline packing
fraction trends can be quite different. Note that the packing
fraction of oblate ellipsoids of any aspect ratio in the hcp-,
fcc-, and bco-like crystal arrangements coincides with the
π
hard-sphere fcc crystal packing fraction, φfcc = √ . Indeed,
3 2
parallel ellipsoids can be obtained from spheres by an affine,
packing fraction preserving, transformation. That this affine
transformation holds was what led to the belief that the
fcc-like crystal was the densest for freely rotating ellipsoids
until it was recently shown that these particles can take
advantage of their rotational degrees of freedom and actually
pack more densely in the laminated crystal with a fundamental
cell of two non-parallel particles.35 Lenses are not an affine
transformation of spheres though and the packing fraction of
hcp-, fcc-, and bco-like crystals exhibits a different trend with
κ. This might be at the root of lenses not requiring, unlike
ellipsoids, a drastic change in their orientation to achieve a
crystalline packing denser than the hard-sphere fcc crystal.
Nothing guarantees that the elo-like crystal for 0 ≤ κ
. 0.373 and the bco-like crystal for 0.373 . κ ≤ 1 are the
densest for lenses. Rather, taken together, these results suggest
that lenses can take further advantage of their rotational
degrees of freedom to achieve even higher densities than
those we have reported thus far.
To further investigate this possibility, one could employ
global optimization techniques to maximize the packing
fraction under deforming fundamental cells; for example,
the so-called adaptive-shrinking optimization scheme, which
can be solved using either MC methods or other algorithms.49
In Sec. III, a MC simulation procedure is described that we
will employ to not only sketch the equilibrium phase behavior
but also find even denser packings of lenses than the ones just
described.
III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION PROCEDURE

Monodisperse systems of lenses were investigated
using MC method68 in the isobaric-(isothermal) ensemble
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(NPT).75,76 Each lens is taken to have a surface area equal to
2σ 2, with σ the unit of length. Each specific lens can be identified by the value of R∗ = R/σ or, equivalently, by θ or κ.77
To map out the phase diagram, from the low-density
isotropic fluid to the high-density crystalline solid, in the
κ—φ plane, we placed, for selected values of R∗ in the range
[1/2π (κ = 1), 5 (κ ≃ 0.056)], systems of N particles, with N
in the range [100,1000], in a simulation box under periodic
boundary conditions. The configurational coordinate of any
lens is specified by the position of the particle center r and a
unit vector û along the particle C∞ axis defining its orientation.
The shape and size of the simulation box were allowed to vary
under the action of a fixed pre-selected pressure p measured
in units of k BT/σ 3, with k B the Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature. The usage of a deformable, generally triclinic,
box in a MC numerical technique to investigate crystalline
phases and transitions between them is well-established.78–80
The MC calculations were organized in cycles, each of them
consisting on average of N trial translational moves, N trial
rotational moves and one attempt to change the simulation
box shape and size. The lens to translate or rotate was
chosen randomly and such moves were accepted whenever
no overlap resulted, the overlap criterion being based on the
one that checks for overlap between two partial spherical
surfaces.61,65 Provided that it did not result in any overlap, the
acceptance of a change to the shape and size of the simulation
box was also subject to the corresponding Metropolis-like
criterion depending on the value of p.75,76 The maximal sizes
of the various trials were adjusted before or after a calculation
so as to have an acceptance probability of ∼30%, but never
varied during a calculation so as not to violate the detailed
balance condition. The random number generators used were
either the Mersenne twister mt1993781 or Numerical Recipe’s
ran2.82 Usually, two sets of calculations were carried out
depending on the initial configuration: in one set, lenses were
initially arranged in an elo-like structure, while in the other set,
lenses were initially arranged in a slightly expanded bco-like
structure. The hcp-, fcc-like as well as the bco2-like structures
were discarded as candidate crystal structures with which to
start the MC-NPT numerical simulations on the following
accounts. The hcp-like crystal is the least dense structure
among the constructions described in Sec. II and preliminary
calculations did confirm that it was not mechanically stable
even at high p; the fcc-like crystal provides a packing fraction
similar, though smaller than, the bco-like structure while
the bco2-like crystal’s sudden and unrecovered drop in the
packing fraction suggests it may be a reasonable crystal
structure only for large enough values of κ. Occasionally,
compression runs starting from a configuration generated at a
sufficiently low pressure in the isotropic fluid phase were also
carried out (see supplementary material100). For any specific
value of R∗ and every value of p considered, equilibration runs
lasted a minimum of 1 × 106 of MC steps and were followed
by production runs of as many MC steps. During these runs,
the average83 of several quantities was computed including
ϱ, measured in units of σ −3, from which φ was obtained,
and the nematic order parameter, S2, calculated in the usual
way41,84 that also led to the individualisation of the nematic
director n̂,85 as well as a number, usually one thousand,
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of evenly sampled configurations were stored for subsequent
analysis. The latter included the calculation of a large family of
positional and orientational correlation functions. In particular,
the center-to-center positional correlation function g(r)
defined as
 N N

1 1 
δ(r − r i j ) ,
(1)
g(r) =
N ϱ i=1 j,i
with ⟨⟩ indicating an ensemble average over configurations,
δ(x) the usual radial Dirac delta function, and r i j the distance
separating the center of lenses i and j, and the second-order
orientational correlation function Gû2(r) defined as

 N N
j,i P2(ûi · û j )δ(r − r i j )
i=1
û
,
(2)
G2 (r) =
N N
j,i δ(r − r i j )
i=1
with P2(x) the second-order Legendre polynomial.
To improve on close packing density, dedicated MC-NPT
numerical simulations were performed on systems with a
very small number, N = 16, of particles whose relative scaled
positions were kept fixed as in the bco-like crystal, only
allowing for their orientations and the simulation box shape
and size to vary subject to periodic boundary conditions.
Similar to previous MC calculations, a cycle consisted of N
attempted single-particle rotational moves and one attempted
simulation box deformation though, differently from those
MC calculations, allowance was made here for acceptance
ratios as low as ∼1%. MC calculations of this type were
run for several values of R∗. For any of these values, a few
batches of calculations were carried out, each composed of
(i) 10 × 106 cycle long MC calculations at pσ 3/k BT = 104
starting from a slightly expanded bco-like configuration
with all lenses aligned along the z axis; (ii) 10 × 106 cycle
long MC calculations at pσ 3/k BT = 105 starting from the
last configuration generated in (i); (iii) 10 × 106 cycle long
MC calculations at pσ 3/k BT = 106 starting from the last
configuration generated in (ii); (iv) 10 × 106 cycle long
MC calculations at pσ 3/k BT = 106 starting from the last
configuration generated in (iii) during which averages were
accumulated.

IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Equilibrium phase behavior

By carrying out the above-described MC-NPT numerical
simulations, the equation of state (EoS) was traced for several
values of R∗. For each of the values of R∗ considered, the
various branches were identified by discontinuities in the EoS
curve, the calculation of order parameters and positional and
orientational correlation functions (examples of their graphs
are provided in the supplementary material100) along with the
direct visualization of snapshots of configurations generated
during the MC runs.
For globular lenses, such as those with R∗ = 0.47 and
κ ≃ 0.75 [Fig. 7(a)], three phases could be distinguished:
isotropic fluid, plastic solid,86 and crystalline solid. The plastic
character of the mid-dense phase, stable until R∗ ∼ 0.5 and
κ ∼ 0.68, was evidenced by the value of S2 [Fig. 7(a)] together
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with the crystal-like character of g(r). Provided that φ is
sufficiently small and the system is in the isotropic fluid or
plastic solid phases, essentially the same state point is reached
irrespective of the type of initial configuration that is used.
Discrepancies are instead seen at large values of φ [inset
of Fig. 7(a)], with the state points obtained starting from the
bco-like structure that maintain this type of organization while
those obtained starting from the elo-like structure arresting in
less dense, presumably metastable, states that appear to be the
continuation of the plastic solid branch or defective crystals.
For those states obtained starting from the elo-like structure,
S2 remains roughly constant, a bit larger than 0.25, the value
that this quantity has in this initial configuration. Snapshots
taken at certain values of p in the various phases and states
are presented in Fig. 8.
Lenses
nor flat, such as those with
√
√ neither globular
R∗ = 1/ π and κ = 1/ 3 ≃ 0.58 [Fig. 7(b)], exhibit two
phases only: isotropic fluid and crystalline solid. No remnants
are left of a plastic solid phase. The above-mentioned
presumed metastability of the dense states reached starting
from the elo-like structure was strongly suggested by the
fact that, for values of R∗ larger than 0.5 (κ < 0.68), initial
configuration relatively rapidly and spontaneously evolved
toward a bco-like
at sufficiently high p. For the system
√ crystal √
with R∗ = 1/ π (κ = 1/ 3) as an example, Fig. 3 of the
supplementary material100 gives the evolution of φ and S2
during the equilibration run at pσ 3/k BT = 70 starting from a
elo-like structure. These curves are compared to the evolution
of the same quantities during the production run for the same
system and at the same value of p whose corresponding
equilibration run started from a bco-like structure. Observe
that during this equilibration process, the simulation box
passes from being orthorhombic to monoclinic. For these
values of R∗, no discrepancies are seen in the EoS and S2

FIG. 7. Behavior of dimensionless pressure pσ 3/k BT (black crosses and
circles; left ordinate axis) and nematic order parameter S2 (red asterisks
and squares; right ordinate axis) as a function of packing fraction φ (top
and bottom abscissa axis) for a system with (a) R ∗ = 0.47 (κ ≃ 0.75) [inset
√
zooms √
in on the high pressure region of the equation of state], (b) R ∗ = 1/ π
∗
(κ = 1/ 3), (c) R = 1 (κ ≃ 0.29). In the three panels, crosses and asterisks
are for the sets of MC calculations starting from the elo-like structure
while circles and squares are for the sets of MC calculations starting from
the bco-like structure; error bars are within symbol size; I = isotropic, N
= nematic, P = plastic, and C = crystal; gray thick lines or boxes approximately delimitate coexistent phases.

FIG. 8. Snapshots of configurations for the system with R ∗ = 0.47 (κ ≃ 0.75)
taken at (a) pσ 3/k BT = 34 in the isotropic fluid phase, (b) pσ 3/k BT = 70
in the plastic solid phase, (c) pσ 3/k BT = 200 in the defective crystal as
obtained starting from an elo-like configuration, (d) pσ 3/k BT = 200 in
the crystal solid phase as obtained starting from a bco-like configuration.
Particles were colored according to the angle their û unit vector forms with the
nematic director, with blue corresponding to 0◦ and red to 90◦. The equatorial
white “chord” helps to distinguish particle orientation. Images were created
using the program QMGA.69
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versus φ [Fig. 7(b)] curves, provided that p is sufficiently low
so that the complete transformation of a elo-like configuration
into a bco-like crystal is facilitated. Snapshots taken at certain
values p in the isotropic fluid and crystalline solid phases
are presented in Fig. 9. In the latter case, two snapshots are
given, one obtained during the set of MC calculations that
used an elo-like configuration as initial configuration and
another obtained during the set of MC calculations that used
a bco-like configuration as initial configuration.
For flat lenses, such as those with R∗ = 1 and κ ≃ 0.29
[Fig. 7(c)], a (discotic) nematic liquid-crystalline phase
intervenes between the isotropic fluid and crystal solid phases.

The nematic character of the mid-dense phase, stable until
the hard-infinitesimally thin-disk limit is reached,87 was
evidenced by the value of S2 [Fig. 7(c)] together with the
liquid-like character of g(r). For flat lenses, only the MC-NPT
numerical simulations starting from a bco-like structure were
conducted. The aforementioned instability of the elo-like
structure for non-globular lenses together with the similarity
in packing fraction between this and the bco-like structure for
sufficiently flat lenses indicated that there was no need to carry
out the set of MC calculations starting from this structure.
Snapshots taken at certain values of p in the various phases
are presented in Fig. 10.

√
FIG.√9. Snapshots of configurations for the system with R ∗ = 1/ π (κ
3
= 1/ 3) taken at (a) pσ /k BT = 68 in the isotropic fluid phase, (b)
pσ 3/k BT = 70 in the crystal solid phase as obtained starting from an elolike configuration, (c) pσ 3/k BT = 70 in the crystal solid phase as obtained
starting from a bco-like configuration. Particles were colored according to
the angle their û unit vector forms with the nematic director, with blue
corresponding to 0◦ and red to 90◦. The equatorial white “chord” helps
to distinguish particle orientation. Images were created using the program
QMGA.69

FIG. 10. Snapshots of configurations for the system with R ∗ = 1 (κ ≃ 0.29)
taken at (a) pσ 3/k BT = 16 in the isotropic fluid phase, (b) pσ 3/k BT = 50 in
the nematic liquid-crystal phase, (c) pσ 3/k BT = 90 in the crystal solid phase.
Particles were colored according to the angle their û unit vector forms with the
nematic director, with blue corresponding to 0◦ and red to 90◦. The equatorial
white “chord” helps to distinguish particle orientation. Images were created
using the program QMGA.69
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obtained for these small-system-size high-pressure studies.
One can see that there are two structural motifs that arise:
either the fundamental cell retains its orthorhombic shape but
pair of lenses tilt of the same angular amount in the opposite
direction within the xz plane; or the lenses stay aligned but
they collectively tilt within the xz plane within a fundamental
cell that noticeably becomes monoclinic. Fig. 12 shows two
snapshots taken for the case with R∗ = 0.49 (κ ≃ 0.70) that
respectively exemplify these two types of structures. From the
values reported in Table I, the two structures appear to share
very similar values of packing fraction and both are invariably
denser than the bco-like crystal.

V. TOWARD THE DENSEST PACKINGS

FIG. 11. Schematic phase diagram of lenses in the κ—φ plane.

By collecting all these MC data, a schematic phase
diagram can be drawn (Fig. 11).88 It very much resembles
that of hard oblate ellipsoids.32,38,39 This correspondence,
while perhaps expected, between the two hard-particle phase
diagrams extends to small and moderate values of φ, involving
the presence of isotropic fluid, nematic liquid-crystalline and
plastic solid phases89 as well as the seeming absence of a
columnar liquid-crystalline phase.90 However, differences are
apparent at larger values of φ within the crystalline solid
region, especially toward the hard-sphere limit. In this limit,
while hard oblate ellipsoids first form a fcc-like crystal,38,39
and therefore require a successive phase transition on their
way to reach the densest-known elo crystal,39 globular lenses
themselves tend to orient quasi-parallel also when packing
most densely.
The MC-NPT numerical simulations carried out served
to confirm that the densest packings of lenses are similar to
the bco-like crystal construction devised in Section II. By
using this structure as a starting point, the next objective is
indeed the analytic calculation of the curve that bounds from
below the hatched forbidden region in Fig. 11. This objective
requires the intermediate step described in Section IV B and
is achieved in Section V.
B. Denser packings

The mechanical stability of the bco-like crystal and its
spontaneous formation starting from an elo-like structure
observed in our MC calculations strongly indicate that the
densest crystalline packing will likely resemble the bco-like
crystal devised in Section II. In search for such a dense
crystal, one has to assess more precisely the role played by
the orientational order of the lenses and the shape and size of
the fundamental cell.
This point was investigated by carrying out MC
calculations with a very small number, N = 16, of particles
at extremely high pressure. Table I summarizes the results

The MC calculations described in Section IV B, carried
out strongly compressing systems with a very small number
of particles, suggest that a crystal denser than the bco-like
crystal exists such that its structure is still body-centeredorthorhombic-like but the fundamental cell comprises two
lenses. Their orientations are respectively described by the
unit vectors (sin ±ψ, 0, cos ψ), with ψ the angle formed by the
main symmetry axis of a lens with the z axis in Fig. 4 (inset of
Table I). This crystal is denoted tilted-bco2-like. Guided by
the MC calculations described in Section IV B, one can obtain
for such a crystal an analytic expression of φ as a function
of κ. By maximizing this expression with respect to ψ, the
densest tilted-bco2-like crystal is obtained, the corresponding
optimal angle ψ being labelled as ψopt. The expressions for
the optimal fundamental cell dimensions are

(
)
2
(
)
b
b
2
cos ψopt − 2 R −
sin ψopt,
a = ax = 4R − 4 R −
2
2
(3)

(
)
2
(
)
b
b
sin ψopt − 2 R −
cos ψopt,
b = bz = 4R2 − 4 R −
2
2
(4)


(
)

2
a x2
bz
b
c = cy = 2 4R2 −
−
+2 R−
cos ψopt .
(5)
4
2
2
The MC calculations described in Section IV B also suggest
that another crystal denser than the bco-like crystal may exist
in which the lenses keep being aligned though tilted with
respect to the z axis in Fig. 4 and the unit cell becomes
monoclinic. This crystal is denoted parallel-mon-like crystal.
Starting from the bco-like structure, tilting all the lenses by an
angle ψopt leaves the value of a in Eq. (3) unchanged; setting
the unit cell angle γ at the value
 4 R − b  sin ψ 
π
opt
2
 ,
(6)
γopt = − arctan 
2
bz


makes b sin γopt equal to bz in Eq. (4) and from this, the same
value of c = cy as in Eq. (5) results. Consequently, the same
maximal value of φ obtained for the tilted-bco2-like crystal is
also attained by the parallel-mon-like crystal. That is, these
two crystals, whose images are given in Figs. 13 and 14, are
degenerate.
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TABLE I. Results obtained from MC calculations for very small, N = 16, packings of lenses conducted at extremely high pressure. The inset gives a graphical
definition of various quantities. Note that the angle ψ is positive (negative) when measured anticlockwise (clockwise) with respect to the z axis, while the edge
c is along the y axis and α and β are, respectively, the angle between the b and c edges and the angle between the a and c edges.
R ∗ (κ)

α (deg) β (deg) γ (deg)

φ

ψ (deg)

S2

90

0.740 79

±17.7

0.860

90
90
90
90
90

88.6
90
90
90
90

0.743 36
0.743 55
0.743 63
0.743 63
0.743 63

12.7
±16.2
±17.2
±17.7
±17.7

1.000
0.884
0.868
0.863
0.856

90
90

90
90

89.0
90

0.744 19
0.742 35

3.1
0.0

1.000
0.999

0.710 29
0.712 98
0.712 87
0.713 27
0.719 14

90
90
90
90
90

90
90
90
90
90

90
84.5
84.6
84.4
82.1

0.751 97
0.751 59
0.751 56
0.751 69
0.752 58

±12.9
10.2
10.1
10.4
14.8

0.943
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.143 20

0.677 70

90

90

90

0.750 68

3.9

0.993

0.875 20
0.890 19
0.883 17
0.855 75

1.171 00
1.156 66
1.163 27
1.190 77

0.652 02
0.654 06
0.651 26
0.654 54

90
90
90
90

90
90
90
90

90
84.2
90
90

0.757 33
0.755 32
0.756 37
0.758 76

±10.0
5.8
±6.4
±11.9

0.967
1.000
0.978
0.934

a/σ

c/σ

b/σ

0.798 70

1.129 48

0.795 99

90

90

0.809 28
0.806 82
0.805 99
0.805 76
0.805 55

1.136 16
1.138 42
1.139 17
1.139 38
1.139 59

0.777 63
0.778 01
0.778 23
0.778 30
0.778 37

90
90
90
90
90

0.43 (≃0.87)
Batch I
Batch II

0.845 26
0.850 48

1.133 36
1.129 31

0.740 53
0.740 33

0.45 (≃0.80)
Batch I
Batch II
Batch III
Batch IV
Batch V

0.842 27
0.845 82
0.846 16
0.844 99
0.831 37

1.160 42
1.157 03
1.156 71
1.157 81
1.171 23

0.47 (≃0.75)
Batch I

0.884 80

0.49 (≃0.70)
Batch I
Batch II
Batch III
Batch IV

0.40 (≃0.99)
Batch I
0.41 (≃0.95)
Batch I
Batch II
Batch III
Batch IV
Batch V

0.51 (≃0.66)
Batch I
Batch II
√
√
1/ π (1/ 3)
Batch I
Batch II
Batch III
Batch IV

0.942 30
0.943 39

1.128 51
1.125 75

0.624 86
0.624 24

90
90

90
90

89.9
89.7

0.747 75
0.749 44

±4.2
±1.2

0.992
0.999

0.937 00
0.941 40
0.943 74
0.944 45

1.165 30
1.161 00
1.158 80
1.158 10

0.564 90
0.564 78
0.568 81
0.568 60

90
90
90
90

90
90
90
90

90
90
83.1
83.3

0.762 17
0.761 65
0.761 30
0.761 23

±7.0
±5.1
3.5
3.4

0.992
0.994
1.000
1.000

1.00 (≃0.29)
Batch I
Batch II
Batch III

1.066 00
1.065 91
1.017 65

1.144 20
1.144 56
1.356 33

0.318 33
0.320 21
0.345 56

90
90
90

90
90
90

90
84.0
67.2

0.776 01
0.775 83
0.778 20

±0.8
0.6
2.3

1.000
1.000
1.000

The degree of degeneracy is however not limited to being
twofold: it is actually infinite. In fact, taking laminae of the
tilted-bco2- and parallel-mon-like crystals, one can stack
them at will, regularly or irregularly, to generate an infinite
set of dense packings all having the same maximal value of
φ. Fig. 15 provides an example of such a stacking. Let the
first layer be arranged in the plane xy. Note that inasmuch
a single layer is concerned, there is no difference between
the tilted-bco2- and parallel-mon-like crystals. Differences
appear because of the way the next layer is arranged. Suppose
that this is set on top of the first along the z axis as in
a tilted-bco2-like crystal. Then the third layer is arranged
again as in a tilted-bco2-like crystal. Now the fourth layer is
instead set as in a parallel-mon-like crystal. This process is
repeated uninterruptedly always with the possibility to choose
to arrange the layers in either of the two ways.

The two tilted-bco2- and parallel-mon-like crystals,
together with their, generally non-periodic, stacking variants
are presently the densest-known packings for lenses. Fig. 16
provides the curve of φ vs. κ for such dense ordered packings,
compared to the corresponding curve for the bco-like crystal.
The non-lattice orthorhombic packing, the lattice monoclinic
packing, and their stacking variants improve a little yet
significantly on the “parent” lattice orthorhombic packing.
While the latter’s φ grows smoothly as κ is decreased from
unity, the formers’ φ grows steeply (linearly). The two curves
tend to merge toward the hard-infinitesimally thin-disk limit.
In fact, for κ → 0 the value of ψopt tends to 0, i.e., flat
lenses progressively tend to arrange perfectly parallel to one
another in the new tilted-bco2-like crystal, as they do in
the bco-like crystal; or they progressively tend to arrange
perfectly perpendicularly to the z axis in Fig. 4 in the new
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FIG. 12. Snapshots taken for the case with R ∗ = 0.49 (κ ≃ 0.70) as examples of the orthorhombic (a) and monoclinic (b) structures obtained in the
small-system-size high-pressure MC calculations. What are shown are front
views. That is why only the 8 lenses at the front are seen, each of the
other 8 at the rear being just behind. The black rectangular box is there
to give a visual impression of the simulation box geometry: note that in
part (a) the equators of the lenses are touching the vertical edges while in
part (b) two lenses have their equators beyond and other two within the
vertical edges. Lenses were all colored in red. The white “chords” separating
the two spherical caps of a lens are there to give a visual impression of
the orientational pattern adopted. Images were created with the program
QMGA.69

parallel-mon-like crystal, again as they do in the bco-like
crystal. This is evidenced by Fig. 17 whose part (a) provides
the dependence of ψopt as a function of κ and part (b) that of
γopt as a function of κ. In the hard-sphere limit ψopt approaches
the value ∼18◦; then it decreases quasi-linearly as κ decreases.
Starting from a value of 90◦ in the hard-sphere limit, the value
of γopt decreases as the lenses flatten until vanishing in the
hard-infinitesimally thin-disk limit.
The limiting values reached by the fundamental cell
dimensions and the angles ψopt and γopt as κ → 0 are

FIG. 13. Images of the tilted-bco2- ((a) and (b)) and parallel-mon-like ((c)
and (d)) crystals, created using the program QMGA.69 They are for R ∗ = 0.45
(κ ≃ 0.80). In cases (a) and (b), lenses are colored according to the angle their
û unit vector forms with the nematic director (axis z) with blue corresponding
to 0◦ and red to 90◦ while in cases (c) and (d) are all colored in red. The
equatorial white “chord” helps to distinguish particle orientation.

J. Chem. Phys. 143, 224506 (2015)

FIG. 14. Images of the tilted-bco2- ((a) and (b)) and parallel-mon-like ((c)
and (d)) crystals, created using the program QMGA.69 They are for R ∗ = 1
(κ ≃ 0.29). In cases (a) and (b), lenses are colored according to the angle their
û unit vector forms with the nematic director (axis z) with blue corresponding
to 0◦ and red to 90◦ while in cases (c) and (d) all are colored in red. The
equatorial white “chord” helps to distinguish particle orientation.

consistent with both the tilted-bco2-like and parallel-monlike crystals tending to have a flatter fundamental cell in which
the lenses tend to assume an in-layer square arrangement
(e.g., bz → 0 and ax ≃ cy) rather than a hexagonal columnar
arrangement. This would seem to contradict the argument
that hard-infinitesimally thin disks form a (infinitely pressure)
hexagonal columnar phase.91 Rather, results in that limit
appear to depend substantially on the way that limit is
approached, i.e., on details of the hard disk-like particle
chosen to approach the hard-infinitesimally thin disk. If that
particle is a hard cut-sphere, a system of which forms a
hexagonal columnar phase already when particles are finitely
thick,45 the same liquid-crystalline phase appears to persist
all the way to the hard-infinitesimally thin-disk limit. If that
particle is a hard oblate ellipsoid or lens, similar extrapolations
cannot be made.
Compared to hard oblate ellipsoids arranged in their
densest-known configuration,35 the tilted-bco2-like and
parallel-mon-like crystals and their stacking variants are

FIG. 15. Example of a dense ordered packing obtained by stacking at will
along the z axis laminae of either the tilted-bco2- and parallel-mon-like
crystals extending on the xy plane. Particles are colored according to the sign
of the angle their û unit vector forms with the axis z, light (dark) blue if
positive (negative). The equatorial white “chord” helps to distinguish particle
orientation. Images were created using the program QMGA.69
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 16. Packing fraction φ as a function of the aspect ratio κ for the bco-like
crystal (blue line) and the tilted-bco2-like and parallel-mon-like crystals and
their stacking variants (red line) of lenses and for the elo crystal of hard oblate
ellipsoids (green pluses).

denser throughout the whole
range of κ except in a small
√
“pocket” around κ ∼ 1/ 3 where the hard oblate ellipsoid φ
curve has a kink.

FIG. 17. (a) The optimal angle ψ opt as a function of the aspect ratio κ for
tilted-bco2-like crystals of lenses. (b) The optimal angle γ opt as a function of
the aspect ratio κ for parallel-mon-like crystals of lenses.

By using both theoretical and computational techniques,
this work investigates dense ordered packings and equilibrium
phase behavior of hard convex lens-shaped particles or lenses.
These hard particles are defined as the volume common to
two intersecting congruent spheres, thus being seemingly
similar to hard oblate ellipsoids. This work has proceeded in
three steps: first, the analytic constructions of several dense
packings; then, the usage of Monte Carlo method to both
sketch the phase diagram, qualitatively very similar to that
of hard oblate ellipsoids, and guide toward denser packings;
finally, the analytic constructions of these denser packings.
They consist of two, interestingly degenerate, crystals, a
non-lattice orthorhombic one with a two-particle basis and a
lattice monoclinic one, together with their, regular or irregular,
stacked laminations. With the proviso that the existence of
even denser, e.g., multiparticle-basis periodic, packings cannot
be excluded, these two crystals and their infinitely degenerate
stacking variants are currently the hard convex lens-shaped
particle densest-known packings. Organizing principles were
devised92 to guide one to ascertain the densest packings
of hard convex or concave particles. Our densest packing
constructions are consistent with the specific organizing
principle stated there that “the densest packings of hard
congruent centrally symmetric particles that do not possess
three equivalent principal axes can be non-(Bravais)-lattices.”
In spite of a seemingly similar shape and an overall very
similar phase diagram, the dense packing characteristics of
hard convex lens-shaped particles differ from those of hard
oblate ellipsoids. They share more in common with hardsphere (Barlow) degenerate densest packings.
Previously, degenerate, generally non-periodic, crystals
were observed for di- and n-mers of hard disks and
spheres93,94 while a degenerate quasicrystal-like structure
has been reported for hard triangular bipyramids.95 While
it is easy to imagine the degeneracy of hard sphere di- and
n-mers positionally ordered packings, by pairing or more
generally linking randomly hard-sphere monomers arranged
in their densest fcc or hcp crystal packings or their (Barlow)
stacking variants, more remarkable is the observation of the
degeneracy in the quasicrystal-like structure of hard triangular
bipyramids, as it was not straightforward to envision that
pairing tetrahedra into triangular bipyramids did not affect the
quasicrystal-like structure. In the conclusions of that work, it
was also hypothesized that degenerate dense packings might
be common in systems made of hard dimers. While viewing
a hard convex lens-shaped particle as a dimer of hard convex
spherical-cap body particles is certainly consistent with such
a hypothesis, the set of degenerate dense packings of hard
convex lens-shaped particles nonetheless constitutes a new
class. In fact, they are obtained starting from two different,
themselves degenerate, crystals rather than pairing into dimers
a previously characterized monomer arrangement.96,97
Concerning possible ways to continue this work, one
could mention three. It would be interesting to conduct
a similar study on the rod-like analogues of the disk-like
particles considered herein, namely, those hard spindle-shaped
particles generated by rotating a circular arc around its
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subtended chord. Further attention would be deserved to
rigorously assessing the respective thermodynamic stability of
the two hard convex lens-shaped particle crystals, in much the
same way as done for the hard-sphere fcc and hcp crystals.29,98
Perhaps the most direct continuation of this work is however
an extensive study on dense disordered packings of hard
convex lens-shaped particles that will explore the potentiality
of these model colloidal particles to be particularly good glass
formers, combining as they do non-spherical shape99 with
degeneracy in the dense packings.
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